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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Modern era is known as the age of energy efficient building either commercial or residential sector. Advanced engineering introduced many new technologies for this purpose as energy saving is a constant concern factor and a continuous work is done on this issue like Building management system (BMS), EBMS and many more technological setups which helps is saving energy to some extent. The purpose of a BMS is to automate and take control the energy related operations like electrical equipment’s in the most efficient way. That makes it possible for the consumers to save energy and gets economical perks as well as can full fill their social responsibility.

1.2 Energy Saving Systems

As modernization goes on many newer systems of saving energy are introduced, which are quite successful till some extent, not only systems many campaigns are also supporting these systems by giving awareness and a sense of responsibility to both commercial and residential consumer to make sure minimum wastage of energy at their end.

Wastage of energy may occur of many factors, for example, distribution losses, human negligence, and one of the most important factor which is a hurdle in the way of zero energy buildings that is standby mode loss, also known as phantom load, vampire load or leakage current. So far many procedures and systems are present to overcome these factors, but a continuous development is always needed to attain maximum results.

One of the systems is BMS, which monitor and control services such as heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, lighting, security, and switching, ensuring that operation are at the maximum level of efficiency and economy. This is achieved by maintaining the optimum balance between environmental conditions, energy usage and operating requirements.

The BMS is a “standalone” computer system that can calculate the pre-set requirements of the building and controls the connected load to meet switching, monitoring and controlling needs. Its inputs, such as motion, temperature, light sensors and outputs, such as on/off signals are connected into the main system, server or controlling unit around the building. Programs in the respective system, server or controlling unit use the information to decide the necessary level of applied control.

The level of control via the BMS is dependent upon the information received from its sensors and the way in which its programmers tell it to respond to that information. As well as offering a precise degree of control to its environment, it can be made to alarm on conditions that can’t meet specification or warn of individual items of load fail, the whole BMS process is divided floor to floor and load to load and then connected to main control and monitor panel.
Occupancy times for different areas are programmed into the BMS such that the plant is brought on and off to meet the occupational requirements. These times are often under optimum start control. This means that the heating plant is enabled, at a varying predetermined time, to ensure that the heated space is at the set desired temperature for the start of the day. The BMS therefore, based on the outside air temperature the space temperature and the building structure, determines the plant start time.

1.3 Problem Statement

To overcome the wastage factors such as phantom load or standby mode wastage automation is required. This is the era of computer networking, automation and optimization which make possible to solve any sort of troubleshooting remotely anywhere any time. There is a general thinking that standby mode in electronic devices is purely the solution for minimizing the electrical usage. However, in reality the standby mode of electrical appliances is also among one of the main factors that contributes to the electrical wastage as the appliances still consumes electrical energy during the standby operation. Roughly estimated 10 to 15% consumption of electricity is still there during the standby mode. This consumption is usually termed as phantom load, vampire load or leaking electricity (Tariq, Mustafa & Rasool, 2012).

As aforementioned, the power wastage factors, i.e. human negligence, and phantom load or standby wastage are the key concern toward the zero energy buildings. Zero energy cities are the real future and the final goal concerning energy in the building sector. To achieve such cities the highlighted wastage factors should be addressed.

1.4 Objective

This research will try to emphasize on limiting the use of electricity in a particular building by the mean of developing a prototype i.e. dummy load. An operational feature like Periodic controlling, automation of the devices/appliances will be the main target of the research will be the minimization of standby mode. The main target is to overcome the issue of human negligence in wasting electrical power. Elaborating it further objectives of the research can be laid as.

1. Developing a BMS prototype to test a monitoring and controlling system which may help to control switching of connected load in a periodic manner to avoid after use power wastage.
2. To develop a controlling program to minimize standby mode/ phantom load, by using the tool of image processing and fuzzy logic.
3. Synchronize the standby mode minimization program with the developed BMS prototype for monitoring and controlling.

1.5 Scope of Work

The research will be oriented on a dummy load which will be used to show the usage of particular equipments used in a building such as air conditioner, lighting system, and multimedia equipments which will be attached to a DAQ and then to a controlling and
monitoring unit on a computer, on which monitoring and controlling will be done by constructing a GUI on Matlab then by using fuzzy logic and image processing controlling will be done. The aim of this research is to develop a technique to ensure minimum use of standby mode and make sure that there is no power loss of devices after the particular time period of use.

1.6 Thesis Layout

This thesis is composed of five chapters.

The first chapter is the introductory chapter and it provides basic background of the study, problem statement, objectives, and scope of the work.

Chapter 2 provides the review and analysis of different type of power wastage, its factors and effect. This chapter also provides an explanation of several previous research works on BMS. It also discusses all the previous techniques used in BMS technology, i.e. controlling and monitoring methods. Discussion about different type of devices, equipment’s used in setting up BMS. Standby minimization, phantom load factor and its prevention techniques and comparison with proposed technique also discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 3 presents the methodology and research design to achieve the objectives of the proposed research.

Chapter 4 presents the results and findings on voltage; current and power monitoring base .This chapter also presents comparative survey results in order to prove they obtained results satisfy the benchmark. Survey results consist of power consumption, power wastage and tariff.

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this research. BMS Design using fuzzy logic is the most suitable technique, when to avoid energy losses occur in building power consumption also this technique is effective to reduce losses because of standby mode, fuzzy logic and image processing offer low power consumption and Design simplicity. The Contributions of this work are also stated and ideas for future development of the BMS Technology design are suggested for respective target oriented usage.
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